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ALL THE WAY 

RECORD REVIEW 

This record is a tribute to the United States Airborne soldier and the proud men who wear the Airborne wings. 

The tradition of Airborne soldiers was born at Fort Benning, where this record was made, and gained maturity at 

Corregidor, Normandy, and prehaps most notably Holland. The men you will hear on this record are training 

to meet the high standards of the Airborne Soldier and to maintain this proud tradition.There is no more ded- 

icated group of men in uniform today. This is how a “‘trooper’’ is made. 

One cannot help but wonder what makes a man want to jump out of an airplane and glide to earth suspended 

only by a patch of silk. With this record you will gain an insight into the mystery of Airborne. It takes you to 

Fort Benning, the birthplace of the American Airborne, and permits you to hear them express their thoughts 

as they climb into their harness and prepare to make their first jump. You will listen to the commands they 

receive aboard the aircraft and then actually jump with them. You will hear the parachute opening as they 

plummet toward earth and sense the same feeling of relief as that felt by the novice jumper. After this, you 

will hear the student express his feelings about the fantastic experience he just had. This record takes you 

through the entire training cycle from orientation, through the suspended harness, mock tower, wind machine, 

and all the important phases of training right up to and including graduation. 

This entire record was made on location, out-of-doors, at Fort Benning, Georgia. As a result many backround. 

noises made by the wind, airplanes, trucks, birds, etc., are audible. These sounds are sounds of Fort Benning and 

go relatively unnoticed by the man in training. In your own home, however, they will be particularly noticeable. 

Whenever possible these noises have been eliminated or subdued so that you may more fully enjoy the sounds 

of training. Still, these sounds are a part of the Airborne picture and do provide another portion of the ringing 

authenticity of this recording. As the Old Parachutist would say, this record is “AIRBORNE—ALL THE WAY!” 

GOLD STAR RECORDINGS INC. 
520 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 36,N.Y. 

SIDE ONE 

Introduction 

Orientation 

Physical training chants 

Suspended harness 

Mock door 

Wind machine 

Mock tower 

SIDE TWO 

Swing landing training 

250 ft. tower 

Malfunction lecture 

Pre jump lecture 

Interview before jump 

Jump from plane 

Interview after jump 

Graduation 

TECHNICAL DATA (RIAA) 

This Ultrasonic High Fidelity recording 
has been produced with techniques which 
insure the finest possible reproduction. At 
each phase of processing, from the actual 
recording to the final pressing, every ef- 
fort has been made to achieve and main- 
tain proper balance and clarity throughout 
the entire range of audio dynamics. 

Ultrasonic means beyond the range of 
audible perception. Through this process 
an attempt has been made to insure not 
only the finest in listening pleasure but 
also a genuine feeling for the recording. 
Even though the audible range is at times 
too high or too low for the human ear to 
register, it is believed that the inaudible 
sound waves will set and maintain a mood 
that will enhance the audible sound waves. 

The following equipment was used to pro- 
duce this record. 
Three Fifty Ampex 
AKG and Telefunken microphones 
Scully Lathe to cut the master record 
A quality vinyl disc. 
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